Jane Roman Interview Topics
June 5, 1997

I.

CI Staff
--organization
--purpose
--responsibilities of CI/Liaison
--did CI/Liaison have access to everything produced by CI Staff ? by
Birch O’Neal’s SIG?
--what were the major activities of CI/SIG?
--who ran HTLINGUAL
--what was purpose of HTLINGUAL
--intelligence from intercepted letters?
--communications with agents behind iron curtain?
--obtaining information about addresses, formatting envelopes?
--why would FBI reports on U.S. defectors be sent to CI/LI? to SIG?
--relationship between CI/LI and FBI/Liaison Sam Papich
--under what circumstances were 201 files held at CI Staff rather than
RID?

II.

OS
--relationship between CI and OS
--why would information on U.S. defectors from operational divisions be
sent to CI/Liaison?

III.

CI Staff operations
-did Angleton/CI Staff run any agents?
-in USSR?
--did Angleton and the FBI work together on agent activities in the U.S. or
overseas?

IV.

Oswald files
--what pre-assassination Oswald files were you aware of?
--201
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--soft files
--HTLINGUAL
--OS
--was there an HTLINGUAL file on Oswald?
--when?
--why?
--why not a 201?
--why was LHO’s file held by the CI Staff?
--who was responsible for LHO file?
--where was it?
--file room
--desk drawer
--what other files were present
--how many other files on U.S. defectors were held by the CI Staff?
--were there any inquiries into the fact that Popov was picked up the same
day LHO arrives in Moscow?
V.

Assassination
--when did you first hear of assassination?
--what did you do?
--when did Angleton hear?
--what did he say/do?
--what did anyone else at CI do?
--at time of assassination, where was the Oswald 201 file
--other Oswald files
--whose desk
--who had responsibility for maintaining the file
--why
--what happened to files on day of assassination?
--sent to C/WH/3 (Scelso)?
--was HTLINGUAL sent to Scelso?
--why not?
--who had role in investigation of assassination at CIA
--Angleton
--Scelso
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--what did CI Staff do to investigate, convey information?
--why did Angleton have role in assassination investigation?
--what on earth does CI have to do with Oswald?
--at time of assassination, where was the Oswald 201 file
--whose desk
--who had responsibility for maintaining the file
--why
VI.

10 Oct. cable and routing sheets
--any reason why new information (FBI) would not be included?
--is there anything inaccurate in Newman/Morley?
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